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Abstract 

The pedestrian traffic flow in bidirectional walkways is very crucial aspect influenced by the level of pedestrians’ 
decisions. In this article, the authors show that the simulated pedestrians walking based on crowd dynamics 
models of low level mechanism of navigation (operational level) are short-sighted in avoiding counter flow. 
Such limitation resulted in unrealistic formation of motion in bidirectional flow, that the movement is less 
systematic and the lanes are less coherent than what in real situation. To obtain a more representative model, the 
authors improve the investigation capability model as a tactical decision model to be incorporated into a crowd 
dynamics model to reproduce better formation of motion. This is accomplished by granting the pedestrians the 
ability to investigate the macroscopic behaviors in their investigation areas and make decisions for convenience 
flow. The new model considers the average density and flow inside such areas and models their effect on the 
pedestrians' decisions. Simulations are performed to validate the work qualitatively by tracing the behavior of the 
simulated pedestrians and studying the impact of this behavior on the self-organized phenomenon: lane 
formation. Furthermore, the fundamental diagram of bidirectional flow is reproduced and compared with 
experimental fundamental diagrams. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the last few decades, researchers have devoted much attention to pedestrian dynamics studies to provide 
solutions for some challenging problems such as massive congestion. Understanding the pedestrians walking 
behavior in order to eliminate the undesirable ones is a significant solution proposed to this environmental 
problem. A variety of crowd dynamics models has been proposed in pedestrian dynamics studies in order to 
represent the realistic pedestrians walking behavior, among which are the Cellular Automata Models (Blue and 
Adler, 2000 and Burstedde et al., 2001), Discrete Choice Models ( Antonini et al., 2006; and Robin et al., 2009), 
and the Social Force Model (Helbing & Monlar, 1995; Helbing, Farkas, & Vicsek, 2000 and Lakoba et al., 2005). 
A variety of methods were adopted for the purpose of validation of such crowd dynamics models, such as the 
introduction of the self-organization phenomena (e.g. lane-formation, arch-liked clogging at exits, and 
oscillations at a bottleneck in pedestrian counter flow) and the reproduction of experimental and empirical data 
such as the specific flow rate and the fundamental diagrams.  

Bidirectional pedestrian flow is an interesting subject which has provoked the researchers to conduct a series of 
experimental studies to explore its aspects (Lam & Lee, 2002; Daamen & Hoogendoorn, 2005; Zhang, et al., 
2012; and Gue, 2012). Among these aspects is lane formation (which results mainly from the natural behaviors 
(maneuvers) of some pedestrians when their motion is hindered by other pedestrians walking with low speed or 
opposite direction. Consequently, they deviate from their path to the less dense side. After deviation, the 
pedestrian may face the back of another pedestrian with acceptable velocity. In this case, he/she keeps walking 
behind the other pedestrian without any deviation. Behaving in such a way by many pedestrians will cause strip 
lanes to emerge automatically). Corresponding to these experimental studies, studying the pedestrians’ behavior 
to reproduce the aspects of bidirectional flow has received much attention (Blue and Adler, 2000; Burstedde et 
al., 2001; Heliövaaraa et al., 2012 & Zhang, 2015). According to Hoogendoorn, Bovy and Daamen (2001), the 
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pedestrian's behavior can theoretically be divided into three inter-related levels: first, the strategic level, where 
the pedestrian's activities and their order are determined; second, the tactical level, where decisions are made 
while performing the activities (e.g., choosing a route to an intermediate target among alternative routes); and 
third, the operational level, where the instantaneous behaviors that involve most activities resulting from the 
interactions among pedestrians, such as avoiding collisions, deviations, acceleration and deceleration, are 
described. All aspects of this last level are examples of the pedestrian dynamics based on a variety of the 
aforementioned crowd dynamics models. The definition of the intermediate destination, which was exogenous 
input in most related studies, is the only tactical level aspect belonging to these Models. A detailed literature 
review of the tactical models was introduced by Daamen (2004). Hoogendoorn and Bovy (2004), Daamen 
(2004), Papadimitriou, Yannis and Golias (2009), and Asano, Iryo and Kuwahara (2010) pointed out the 
importance of obtaining integrated models comprised of two complementary levels: the operational and the 
tactical levels. Moreover, they demonstrated theoretically how the change in the behaviors in one level would 
influence the behaviors in the other. Accordingly, incorporating a route/exit choice model to grant the pedestrians 
of the existing microscopic model far-sighted decisions is an essential factor for obtaining a more realistic 
model.  

Based on this view, a decision making capability for unidirectional flow has been incorporated in the Social 
Force Model in order to enhance the pedestrians’ abilities of avoiding some anticipated blocked situations in 
their front areas (Zainuddin & Shuaib, 2010). However, such capability has not been considered for bidirectional 
flow. In this article, we improve this investigation capability to be incorporated into the Social force Model to 
introduce realistic motion in bidirectional flow.  

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the decision making capability in the Social 
Force Model for unidirectional flow, and the arguments for the shortcomings of the model in modeling decision 
capability in bidirectional flow. In the third section, a model of the effects of the repulsive attributes of the 
pedestrian's investigation area on his/her decision is introduced. Finally, the relevant simulations to demonstrate 
the results of our work are performed. 

2. The Social Force Model and Decision Making Capabilities 

2.1 The Social Force Model (SFM) 

The Social Force Model (denoted here by the SFM model) was developed by Helbing and Molnar (1995). Its 
most important features are its representation of pedestrian’s motivations in terms of the other objects 
(pedestrians and obstacles) surrounding him/her as social forces. The sum of these forces is applied in a 
Newtonian Equation to determine the acceleration of the pedestrian's motion. An extension by Helbing et al. 
(2000) incorporated the physical forces arising in the case of contact amongst the pedestrians into the model. The 
main equations of the model are 

( )
( ),i

i

dx t
v t

dt
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                                        (1)  
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where 
( )idx t

dt


 is the rate of change in the location of pedestrian i  at time t; ( )iv t


represents his/her actual 

velocity, which is computed numerically by solving Eq. (2); ( )i tε is a fluctuation term; the function ( )pref
if t


is 

the preferred force which expresses the motivation of the pedestrian i  to adjust his/her actual velocity  ( )iv t


to 
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reach his/her preferred velocity 0 0( ) ( ).i iv t v t e= 
; the parameter iγ is expressed as the mass of the pedestrian i  

divided by his/her relaxation time iτ .
 

In addition, the function ( )ijf t


is the sum of all forces exerted by 

pedestrian j upon pedestrian i , which are of two types. The first type is the social forces: the repulsive social 

force ( )rep
ijf t


and the attractive social force ( )att
ijf t


that represent the model of the repulsive and attractive 

motivations inside pedestrian i  against and towards j, respectively (Helbing & Molnar, 1995). The second type 

is the physical forces ( push
ijf


and friction
ijf


), which were modeled as linear functions (Helbing et al., 2000) in 

analogy with the granular forces;
 , ( )i objectf t


is analogous with ( )ijf t


but with regarding objects such as walls and 

columns.  
The authors agreed that the social forces and the calibration of its parameters are crucial for the reproduction of 
the relevant real-life data (Lakoba et al., 2005; Johansson et al., 2007; Alia et al., 2013; Zainuddin & Shuaib, 
2010 and Shuaib, 2014). The demonstration of the functionality of the repulsive social force is as follows. The 
model of the repulsive social force is based on the assumption that the pedestrian is motivated to avoid potential 
collisions with the surrounding objects located within his/her perception. This repulsive motivation increases 
with the nearness of these objects to the pedestrian’s location. In the original SFM (Helbing & Molnar, 1995), 
the repulsive motivation model was proposed as  

( ( ))/( ) ( ). ( ( )),
rep

ij ijR d t Brep rep
ij ij ijf t A e n t W tφ−=
 

                     (6)   

where the parameter repA represents the strength of the force; the parameter repB represents the repulsive distance 
range; ijR  denotes the sum of the radii of i and j and ijd is the distance between the centers of i and j; and ijn


 

is a unit vector points from the object j to the pedestrian i . The factor W is presented as a function to consider 
the effect the variant pedestrian’s perception of the surrounding objects. It is proposed by: 

    
( ( ))ijW tφ = 

1 cos( ( ))
(1 ) ,

2
ij

i i

tφ
λ λ

+ 
+ − 

 
                        (7) 

where ( )ij tφ  represents the angle between the vector of pedestrian’s motion ( ) ( ) / ( )i i ie t v t v t=  
 and the vector

ijn− , (i.e. cos ( ) .ij ij it n eφ = −  ); the angular parameter iλ is to model the different effects of the pedestrian’s 
perception to those located behind or aside him/her. Such different effects specify the shape of the anisotropic 
force field in the pedestrian’s perception area. 

In this article, we assumed the parameters repB and λ as functions of local densities ( )repB ρ and ( )λ ρ as 
proposed by Shuaib (2014) due to the mechanisms adopted in producing these values.  

2.2 The Investigation Capability in the SFM 

The SFM has been suffering from producing counterintuitive behaviors. The simulated pedestrians in the basic 
SFM were too short-sighted (has limited perception), and accordingly, they cannot take a decision to avoid 
blocked situations resulting from several reasons such as the presence of obstacles, bottlenecks, grouped 
pedestrians, counter flow…ets. Generally speaking, this behavior would normally emerge in simulations based 
on models limited to operational decisions only. In (Smith et al., 2009) and (Pelechano et al., 2007), new terms 
have been incorporated into the SFM for enhancing the capability of collision avoidance. However, the 
pedestrian’s ability is limited with avoiding the immediately adjacent object or pedestrian encountered. In 
simulations for unidirectional flow, Zainuddin and Shuaib (2010) granted the pedestrians the ability of avoiding 
the anticipated semi-blocked situations by making decisions to change directions based on their investigation of 
their in front areas. The investigation capability (ZS model) is represented by the feature of understanding the 
functionality of the density factor by the pedestrians in determining their intermediate points for their walking, 
accordingly changing their routes, and consequently overtaking the encountered blocked situations. The model of 
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this capability, as introduced in (Zainuddin & Shuaib, 2010), includes three essential parts:  

Firstly, the investigation area model in which the pedestrian is provided with more intelligence and more options. 
This area is located beyond the perception area of the concerned pedestrian (see Figure 1) and is divided into parts 
(in front, left, and right parts) corresponding to his/her intuitive investigation which is performed by glances to the 
left and right of his/her original route, looking for an attractive area (lowly dense crowded area). Each part is 
associated with the possible route of pedestrian i (left (1), forward (2), and right(3) routes) to reach his/her 
destination.  

Secondly, the investigation process model which is based on the assumption that the pedestrian i possesses his/her 
own awareness of the macroscopic behavior of the other pedestrians inside his/her investigation area, which may 
influence his/her choice of the route toward his/her destination. In other words, the pedestrian explores the 
repulsive characteristics of the parts (which are inherited to the included routes) of his/her investigation area, such 
as the density of the pedestrian crowd inside each part.   

Finally, the decision making model by which the pedestrian might make a decision to direct his/her motion toward 
a new area which contains the route that has the minimum repulsion.  

The (ZS) model has been validated by showing the lane formation phenomenon formed in the simulated 
unidirectional walkway (Zainuddin & Shuaib, 2010), and by showing the intuitive realistic behaviors of the 
simulated pedestrians while interacting with groups of other pedestrians (Shuaib et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 1. The investigation area and the route choice set. The perception area of the pedestrian is included in the 
investigation area, and the line is directed toward the destination. The routes are divided into two parts joined by 
the intermediate points chosen on the circumference of the perception area, so the model of the repulsive effect 

of each route is a linear combination of the repulsive effects of each part of the route 

 

2.3 Problematic Issue 

Concerning the implementations of the crowd dynamics models for bidirectional flow, there is still an absence of 
representing typical situations produced in experimental studies such as produced in (Zhang et al., 2012). The 
collision avoidance based on the social forces does not present the realistic aspect of lane formation as depicted 
in Figure 2, specially, when the pedestrians are in homogeneous bidirectional flow and not instructed to specific 
directions. The movement produced in the experimental study (Figure 2(b)) is more systematic and the lanes are 
stable and more coherent than what appears in Figure 2(a).  
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Figure 2. Snapshot (a) shows the bidirectional flow of 200 simulated pedestrians based on the SFM. The 
simulation was performed based on the experimental set up in (Zhang et al., 2012). In (b) bidirectional flow was 
produced in the experimental study (Zhang et al., 2012) based on specific ordering that the pedestrians are not 

instructed to particular exits. Figure 2(b) is taken from the experimental study (Zhang et al., 2012) 

 

We believe such formation could mainly be produced by short term decisions made by the walking pedestrians in 
order to avoid observed counter flow within their sights. The investigation capability for bidirectional flow has 
not been implemented. The (ZS) model is limited with its applications (Shuaib et al., 2013) in unidirectional 
walkways. In the next section, we refine the (ZS) model for better representation of bidirectional flow as 
produced experimentally. 

3. Modeling the Investigation Process and Decision Making in a Bidirectional Walkway 

3.1 Modeling the Excitement Factor 

The most important factor that motivates the pedestrian to look for another route (in this work, to walk in less 
dense crowded area or to face less counter flow) to lead him/her to his/her destination is feeling excited 
(uncomfortable) in his/her walking. There are many psychological factors that can influence the degree of 
excitement. Walking with velocity v less than the preferred velocity, is an essential factor that increases the 
excitement factor (Helbing & Molnar, 1995). Walking in highly crowded area beyond what the pedestrian can 
bear, given his/her psychological characteristics, is another factor that causes excitement. The purpose of the trip 
also plays a role in determining the degree of crowding with which the pedestrian will feel excited (Bovy & 
Stern, 1990).  

We restrict our work to the factors mentioned above and represent the model of the excitement factor E for 
pedestrian i as a linear combination of the effects of the factors v and ρ : 

             
( ) ( ),i i i i iE vδ δ ρ= +                              (8) 

where the effects ( )i ivδ and ( )i iδ ρ are proposed, based on the pedestrian's walking characteristics,  as follows:  
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where M and σ are the mean speed and the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution produced in 
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Henderson (1971) for walking speed in normal situation. The expression 0
iv σ− is the threshold of factor iv such 

that below it places the pedestrian in an excited situation. The parameters comfortableρ  and maxρ  are found in 
(Syfried et al., 2005) to be 0.7 m-2 and 5.4 m−2,respectively, according to the empirical velocity–density relation 
of Weidmann (1991). The expression ,ave comfortable iρ ρ is the threshold of the factor iρ  that exceeding it places the 
pedestrian in an excited situation. We reduce the effect of comfortableρ by a factor aveρ based on the assumption that 
pedestrian’s pressure tolerance increases with the increase of the global density in his/her physical environment. 

The pedestrian launches his investigation process when his excitement factor becomes greater than zero and he 
becomes motivated to investigate his/her current situation to make a decision: to keep walking on the same route 
or to change to another route which would (according to his evaluation) reduce his/her excitement factor.     

3.2 Modeling the Repulsion Effects of Bidirectional Flow 

Given a bidirectional walkway, we introduce the model of the flow for the pedestrian who becomes engaged 
with this process (i.e. 0E > ). His goal is to find the best route that will lead to less density pressure or less 
counter flow, and to direct his/her motion toward it. Accordingly, he/she is assumed to account for the repulsive 
effects of the available routes of his/her subjective route set. 

Passing through less dense crowded areas is a goal for those who do not like highly dense crowds. For that 
reasons, we account for the repulsion of the routes by computing the average density of the total cells through 
which the route passes.     

, , ,_ _ _ __ ( ) . ( ) . ( )
j i j j i j j iroute inn route inn cell out route out cellDensity rep t d t d tρ ρ= + ,                   (11) 

where 
,_ ( )

j iinn cell tρ and
,_ ( )

j iout cell tρ are the average densities of the inner and outer cells of the relevant route j , 
respectively; _ jinn routed and _ jout routed are the lengths of the inner and outer parts of route j.  

On the other hand, avoiding counter flow is a main goal for those who are looking for higher velocity and less 
collision, we account for the repulsion of the routes by computing the counter flow within the cells through 
which the route passes. 

, , ,_ _ _ __ ( ) . ( ) . ( )
j i j j i j j iroute inn route inn cell out route out cellFlow rep t d f t d f t= +                    (12) 

where _ jinn cellf and _ jout cellf are the average counter flows inside the inner and outer cells of the relevant route j at 
time t. So the model of the repulsion effect of each route is a linear combination of the different repulsions 
weighted by the corresponding factors of excitement 

( )
, , ,

. _ ( ). _
j i j i j iroute i i route i i routeDensity rep v Flow rRepulsion epδ ρ δ= +           (13) 

3.3 Decision Making for New Preferred Direction 

The route with the minimum repulsion, which will probably be chosen by pedestrian i  as his/her new route 
0

,new ie


if its utility is sufficient, is determined by comparison between the computed repulsions of the subjective 
alternative routes and selecting the minimum repulsive route. The pedestrian makes a decision to change his/her 
route when the repulsion of the new route is less than the current route with worthwhile magnitude ig , as stated 
by Helbing (1997) and Senevarante and Morall (1986). The preferred velocity is replaced by 

0 0 0
,( ) ( ) ,i i curr iv t v t e= 

                                 (14)              

0
, , ,0

, 0
,

( ) new i curr i new i i
curr i

curr i

e repusion repulsion g
e t

e otherwise

 − ≥= 






.                      (15)

 

The pedestrian continues to investigate his/her lattice, except in the case when he is walking toward his/her 
destination and the excitement factor is equal to zero. The situation surrounding him/her is dynamic; a movable 
intermediate point may disappear because of the dynamic traffic. By continuous investigation, the pedestrian will 
keep trace the repulsive aspects of his/her investigation area. 
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4. Simulation Results and Discussion 

4.1 Simulations of Bidirectional Flow 

The simulations in this section were conducted to trace the behavior of the simulated pedestrians who possess the 
investigation ability, and to study the impact of this behavior on the self-organized phenomenon (lane formation) 
as introduced in (Zhang et al., 2012). Different types of bidirectional flow have been treated in (Zhang et al., 
2012). However, we focus on the ordering where the pedestrians were not instructed about the exit to leave the 
corridor. The physical environment depicted in (Figure 3) is set up according to the experimental set up 
performed in (Zhang et al., 2012): straight corridor with widths of 3.6 m. The entrance width for both directions 
is the same. The positions of the simulated pedestrians were initialized in waiting areas at the left and right sides 
of the corridor, and their preferred velocities are Gaussian distributed (Henderson, 1971), with mean equal to 
1.34 m/s and standard deviation equal to 0.26 m/s. The pedestrians’ parameters, the Social Force Model 
parameters and the new parameters are shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. The parameters’ values  

[77 83]m kg= −  The range of pedestrians' mass 

[0.25 0.30]r m= −  The range of pedestrians' radius 

2000repA N=  The strength parameter 

( )rep repB B ρ=  The repulsive distance parameter 

( )λ λ ρ=  The angular parameter 

0.5sτ =  The pedestrian reaction time 
0[0, 0.05* / ]vε τ∈ The range of fluctuation source 

0.2* currg rep=  The threshold of utility to make a decision 

 

Due to the lack of relevant psychological studies, the parameter ig of the proposed model presented in Table 1 
were estimated by performing the simulations several times and obtaining the best behavior, based on intuition 
and knowledge inspired by real observations. 

4.2 Discussion  

The snapshots in (Figure 3) show that the movement of pedestrians is more systematic and the lanes are more 
coherent than what appears in Figure 2(a). The reason for this is that the pedestrian who has an investigation 
ability performs long-sighted investigation process which helps detect far-distance areas and join other 
pedestrians with the same flow direction, consequently, join their lane. This variation in the results between the 
original model (SFM) and our improved (ZS) model has also been obtained in simulations with higher and 
smaller number of simulated pedestrians as long as they have the same ordering. The effect of density did not 
play a rule here because of the regular distribution of the pedestrians’ locations inside the corridor. The rule of 
the density could obviously emerge in irregular distribution of the pedestrians’ location. 
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Figure 3. Four snapshots were taken from the simulations of the improved (ZS) model. Snapshots (c) and (d) 
show the formation of stable and separated lanes 

 

4.3 The fundamental Diagram 

The fundamental diagrams of unidirectional and bidirectional streams (among which are Fruin (1971), Sarkar et 
al. (1997), Older (1968) and Weidmann (1993)) form essential tools for the assessment of the models; whether it 
can describe the pedestrian stream appropriately, with respect to the empirical studies. Furthermore, it has a lot 
of benefits for the adjustment process of some parameters of the model in consideration (Syfried et al., 2006; 
Parisi et al., 2009; and Zainuddin & Shuaib, 2010). Reproducing experimental fundamental diagrams of various 
ordering in bidirectional streams was done in (Zhang et al., 2012). Comparing the resulting diagrams with those 
of unidirectional streams, It was shown that they are slightly different, specifically, when the density value is 
larger than 1 (m-2).  

To reproduce the fundamental diagram, we calculated the average velocities for various densities less than 
3.5m−2. As shown in Figure 4, the data (velocity-density points) was obtained and compared with the 
fundamental diagram of Weidmann (1993). It can be seen that the resulting fundamental diagram is in good 
agreement with the estimated fundamental diagram of weidmann, but with slight reduction of velocity, 
specifically, when the density value is larger than 1 (m-2). This result is consistent with what is stated above by 
Zhang et al. (2012). 
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Figure 4. The velocity versus density points obtained for bidirectional flow based on the improved (ZS) model, 
and comparison with Weidmman relation 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this article, an improved tactical aspect of decision-making has been incorporated into the Social Force Model 
of pedestrian behavior. The pedestrians explore the area under their sights to avoid counter flow and 
consequently to look for more comfortable lanes to walk in. A validation of this work was introduced by showing 
the lane formation phenomenon, as presented in the experimental study (Zhang et al. 2012). The comparison has 
shown that the improved (ZS) model has two advantages: first, the flow of the pedestrians in the preferred 
direction is more efficient, and second, the occurrence of blocked situations is less likely to happen. These results 
have agreed with the qualitative validation for the aforementioned feature regarding the lane-formation 
phenomenon.  

The work of this article can be easily extended to involve many aspects of pedestrian flow by considering 
different ordering of directional flow and incorporating some aspects such as a semi-blocked situation or 
physical characteristics such as obstacles and walls. 
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